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ED ASNER PSA’s for radio and Internet as recorded and edited by No Lies Radio
All audio files in this directory are broadcast quality at mp3 128kbps  44 khz

Note:  A, B, D, and E are exact or close enough to actual standard radio broadcast second 
length to be used without editing.  If you need to use C or F it might need some editing to make 
the proper length. Also E & F can be edited further to make them all generic 911 truth or both 
911truth + film festival. 

If you wish to use (or edit) any of these audio files, you must contact Carol Brouillet first for 
permission: cbrouillet@igc.org

Contact No Lies Radio for editing.  allanrees@noliesradio.org

A. (15 Sec PSA for Film Festival): (actual 14 sec running time)

This is Ed Asner. The 5th Annual 9/11 Film Festival will take place on September 9 and 10th at Oakland Grand 
Lake Theatre. Please visit 911truth.org for more information.

B. (30 sec PSA for Film Festival): (actual 29 sec running time)

This is Ed Asner.  The 5th Annual 9/11 Film Festival is on September 9 and 10th at Oakland’s Grand Lake 
Theatre, featuring the world premiere of Dylan Avery’s "Loose Change 9/11: An American Coup” and several 
other riveting films. Speakers include author David Ray Griffin, Architect Richard Gage, and other notable 
voices.  Tickets are only $10 per day.  Please visit 911truth.org for more information.

C. (39 sec PSA for Film Festival): (actual 39 sec running time)

This is Ed Asner. The 5th Annual 9/11 Film Festival will be held on September 9 and 10th at Oakland’s Grand 
Lake Theatre.  Don’t miss the premieres of Dylan Avery’s "Loose Change 9/11: An American Coup", Eric 
Nadler’s “Anthrax Wars”, and Italian documentary “The New American Century”, and much much more. 
Speakers include author David Ray Griffin, Architect Richard Gage, and other notable voices.  Tickets are only 
$10 per day, and will benefit the Northern California 9/11 Truth Alliance. Please visit 911truth.org for more 
information. 

D. (120 sec PSA for Film Festival):  (actual 118 sec running time)

This is Ed Asner with an important annoucement. The 5th Annual 9/11 Film Festival will take place at Oakland’s 
Grand Lake Theatre on September 9th and 10th. This remarkable grassroots film fetival will feature several new, 
excellent documentay films, including the premiers of Dylan Avery’s  “Loose Change 9/11: An American Coup”, 
Eric Nadler’s intriguing “Anthrax Wars” and the gripping Italian expose “The New American Century”.  In addition 
to filmmakers Avery and Nadler, speakers will include: Richard Gage (founder of Architects and Engineers for 
9/11 Truth), Peter Phillips (former director of Project Censored), and author David Ray Griffin discussing Osama 
Bin Laden and his new book “The mysterious collapse of World Trade Center 7: Why the final official report 
about 9/11 is unscientific and false”.  And much much more.  The Grand Lake Theatre is located at 3200 Grand 
Avenue in Oakland, California and is wheel chair accessible. Tickets are only $10 per day, and will benefit the 
Northern California 9/11 Truth Alliance.  Please visit 911truth.org for more information.  Thank you for listening 
and your support of the truth
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E.  (90 sec PSA generic 911truth)  (actual 90 sec running time) Generic 911 PSA ___OPTIONAL READ 
Source:  Kevin Barrett  and approved by Carol Brouillet

Hi, I'm Ed Asner. I used to play a fictional journalist named Lou Grant on TV. Today, there are hardly any real 
journalists left. The whole mainstream media is owned by a few billionaires. And I'm fighting mad about the way 
those billionaires and their lapdog journalists have lied to you about 9/11 and the 9/11 wars. The government lied 
to us about 9/11, the media lied to us about 9/11, and they're all still lying to us about 9/11. Our soldiers 
are still dying in their criminal wars. And our economy is still bleeding from their  trillion-dollar so-called "war on 
terror." If we want peace, prosperity, and freedom, we need the truth about 9/11. Forget the official myth--we 
need the facts. Please visit Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth, ae911truth.org to learn about the controlled 
demolition of the World Trade Center. And then join the family members and survivors of 9/11 pushing for a new 
investigation at NYCcan.org, that's NYCcan.org. Together, we can expose the truth and build a brighter future. 
Once again, that's Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth, ae911truth.org, and the New York City Coalition for 
Accountability Now, at NYCcan.org

F. (168 sec PSA ) (actual 168 sec running time) OPTIONAL READ  (film festival + generic 911truth)
Source for this PSA is excerpts from a letter that Ed Asner wrote in 2004 regarding supporting 911 Truth. It was 
edited by Allan Rees and approved and edited by Carol Broulliet.
http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&address=104x1515263

Hi, I am Ed Asner. As you may know, I've dedicated much of my life to promoting peace & justice issues in 
America.

I would like to suggest to you emphatically that the 9-11 truth movement is the most
pressing issue of the peace & justice movement today. Here is why. 9-11 has been used
to justify "endless war" and a continual rollback in civil liberties that seems to have no end in sight. Yet, 9-11 
remains the least examined tragedy in modern American history.

Americans would have never agreed to the last two wars and the Patriot Act's disturbing
policy . . . had it not been for 9-11.

There are many disturbing issues around 9-11 that have yet to be examined in any
meaningful way by our media, by Congress, and even by the 9-11 Commission. These
include accountability for the massive breakdown of air defense and plane intercept
procedures which were violated on 9-11, and which to date, no one has been held accountable for. Furthermore, 
we still have no explanation for why the head of Pakistani intelligence, who was meeting with top Bush 
Administration officials in Washington on 9-11-2001, had wired lead hijacker Mohammed Atta $100,000.00 
weeks before 9-11. We still do not know who made the insider stock trades in the weeks and days leading up to 
9-11, by betting "against" United and American Airlines stocks (the aircraft used as missiles on 9-11) and why 
the fact that $2.5 million of those stock "winnings" against these airlines remains unclaimed. I have talked to 
scientists, architects, and engineers from across the world and they have now assured me that all 3 World Trade 
Center buildings were brought down by controlled demolition,  and furthermore that “demolition by explosives” is 
the only valid scientific explanation for the almost free fall speed of each building.

For more information go to 911truth.org, that is, 911truth.org. 

And I encourage all truth, peace & justice activists and organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area to attend, if 
possible, the 5th annual 9/11 Truth Film Festival to be held on Sept 9 and 10th at the Grand Lake Theater in 
Oakland, California. Speakers include author David Ray Griffin, Architect Richard Gage, and other notable 
voices. You can get all the details at  911truth.org  And even if you are not in the Bay Area, you can go to the 
website to listen to the webcast. Go to 911truth.org. 
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